
This guide is 
written as a
help to you. 
It examines 
not all features 
of Gauge  
Composer, but

 would like to 
give you a 
basic 
knowledge of 
Gauges 
Composer 



Gauges Composer

I have throughout my preparation for building my MD-80 simpit, discovert the Gauges Composer. 
Gauges Composer is an free program which you can download at Open Cockpit's homepage. 

As first, you go on the website: http://www.opencockpits.com/ click "Download" / IOCP Client & Server and 
download  the file IOCP Server. Then download the file Gauges Composer 
Then you install the files on to your computer. IOCP server must be on the same PC as your flight-simulator. 

The next lines are some I have copied  from Open Cockpit's homepage. 

Gauge Composer is a tool that lets us to build graphic panels, including analogue gauges, that can be run in an 
independent window or computer.

The program gets data from an IOCP server (IOCPServer for FSimulator, XPLUIPC for X-Plane, LO-IOCP for 
Lock-ON, SIOC,...). So these gauges can be used on any computer remotely connected to any IOCP server.

With this tool, we can build gauges easily, because it's a visual tool, and every adjustment can be done using the 
mouse.

The software is based in several scripts for each gauge. These scripts are defined by basic commands.

The system can get data from a second IOCP server, so it can be connected to two servers at the same time.
SCRIPTS

Elements (pictures and texts) in a gauge can change because of the changes in some IOCP variables.
The way to tell GaugeComposer what to do is defined via a script, a little program thast is launched each time the 
value of the associated variable changes.
Is NOT needed any programming skill to work with scripts and Gauge Composer. The only important thing is to 
understand the basic concepts: how the script is launched and the order of execution of the script lines.

Each script must start with the line link offset oo server {1|2}, so GaugeComposer will know to which server is 
the gauge linked and the value of it.

Before describing the language that controls the script, we'll see something before.Antes de entrar en la 
descripción del pequeño lenguaje que rige el Scrip del GaugeComposer vamos a profundizar en un aspecto de su 
funcionamiento.

GaugeComposer will launch the script for every elements linked to the same server each time any linked variable 
changes. If we have four scripts, two linked with variables in the server #1 and two linked with variables in the 
server #2, the two scripts linked with variables in the server #1 will be launched when ANY of the linked variables 
in the server #1 changes.

Reserved words:
GCScript understands the following reserved words: link, offset, server, value, data, if, else, endif, hide, show, 
rotate, print, print_frq, round, moveh and movev.

Only sixteen words to completely handle any gauge. Before explaining each one, som important notation rules:

{A|B} indicates that must be one A or B (A and B are possible options).
{1..9} indicates that must be one of the possible values between 1 and 9.
[] indicates option. Can be or not.

List of reserved words: data, endif, else, if, link offset server, offset, server, hide, int, moveh, movev, print, 
print_frq, rotate, round, show, value.



data

data is used to transfer data to groups of words. These groups of words are used to move or rotate elements. Can 
be changed and be used for questions or assignements for the value (see value).

data can changed as follows:
data = expresion, the value of expresion is assigned to data.
data += expresion, the value of expresion is added to data.
data -= expresion, the value of expresion is substracted to data.
data *= expresion, the value of data is multiplied by the value of expresión.
data /= expresion, the value of data is divided by the value of expresión.

So, we could have a script beginning with:
link offset 63 server 1
data = value

With 'data = value', the data stored in value (by the link sentence) is stored in data. Now we could change this 
value, for example data *= 0.36, and call the rotate instruction to rotate the element linked to this script the 
degrees indicated by data.

link offset oo server {1|2}

link must be the first sentence in every script, and defines the offset and the server that rules the behaviour of the 
gauge.

oo means the IOCP offset we wants to link with. For IOCP server it would be in the range 0 to 1196 (see IOCP 
server documentation).

link sentence can be also located at any other part of the script, if we want to know the value of another offset in 
the same or different server. In this case it can be written this way:

link [offset oo][server {1|2}]

This means the offset or the server can be not specified.

The result of this sentence is that value is updated.

moveh

moveh moves (in pixels) the element (graphic or text) to the right if data>0, or to the left if data<0, from the initial 
position as indicated by data.

If we want to draw the flaps position with a needle that moves horizontally, we know left wing flaps are 
represented by offset 327. This offset can get values between 0 and 16K (1K = 1024) where 16K means fully 
extended flaps.
This means if I want to move the needle 190 pixels when the flaps are fully extended, I need to calculate a 'f' 
factor 190 / 16*1024 (= 0,0115966796875). When we multiply this factor by the offset, we will get a value 
between 0 and 190.
If flaps are retracted (0), 0*f = 0, there's no movement; if flaps are fully extended (16K), 16K * f = 190.

Example
link offset 327 server 1
data = value
data *= 0.0115966796875
moveh



movev

movev moves (in pixels) the element (graphic or text) down if data>0, or up if data<0, from the initial position as 
indicated by data.

If we want to draw the flaps position with a needle that moves vertically, we know left wing flaps are represented 
by offset 327. This offset can get values between 0 and 16K (1K = 1024) where 16K means fully extended flaps.
This means if I want to move the needle 190 pixels when the flaps are fully extended, I need to calculate a 'f' 
factor 190 / 16*1024 (= 0,0115966796875). When we multiply this factor by the offset, we will get a value 
between 0 and 190.
If flaps are retracted (0), 0*f = 0, there's no movement; if flaps are fully extended (16K), 16K * f = 190.

Example

link offset 327 server 1
data = value
data *= 0.0115966796875
movev

 
rotate

rotate turns the element (graphic or text) clockwise in degrees as indicated by data.
rotate can be used to turn needles in analogue gauges. If data can get a value between 0 and X, we have to divide 
the maximum value (degrees) by X to find the factor.

If we want to draw the flaps position with a needle that turns, we know left wing flaps are represented by offset 
327. This offset can get values between 0 and 16K (1K = 1024) where 16K means fully extended flaps.
This means if I want to move the needle 190 degrees when the flaps are fully extended, I need to calculate a 'f' 
factor 190 / 16*1024 (= 0,0115966796875). When we multiply this factor by the offset, we will get a value 
between 0 and 190.
If flaps are retracted (0), 0*f = 0, there's no movement; if flaps are fully extended (16K), 16K * f = 190.

Example

link offset 327 server 1
data = value
data *= 0.0115966796875
rotate

value

value, after a link sentence, stores the value of the offset from the desired server, so we can know and use this 
value.
Can be change and be used for questions or for data assignments (see data).

value can be affected by the following:

value == expresion, 'expresion' is stored in 'value'.
value += expresion, the value of 'expresion' is added to 'value'.
value -= expresion, the value of 'expresion' is substracted from 'value'.
value *= expresion, 'value' is multiplied by the value in 'expresión'.
value /= expresion, 'value' is divided by the value in 'expresión'.

So, we could have a script beginning with:

So, we could have a script beginning with:
link offset 63 server 1
value /= 100



As we have one linked offset from the server, we have a fixed name variable named 'value'. With 'value' we know 
then the offset. 'value' represents the value from the offset just when the script is launched, but we can change this 
value from the script, or we can also ask for another offset value.

And here ends the text from Open Cockpit's homepage.

But to expand some of the features in Gauges Composer, I come with my own examples. 
I am using Leonardo Maddog in this toturial, do you use other planes, you may get different values shown. 
It's all scripts I've used to form Leonardo Maddog MD-80 engine and info display. 
I would however point out that my first panel is only a BETA version. 
It is a beta version, due to Leonardo Maddog's data is not easily accessible, as many data lies in the actual aircraft 
program and therefore not accessible via FSUIPC and IOCP server. 
For eksample can the data: fuel temperature and light "auto" for the flaps, not be extracted, engine data dos not 
follow  linear with data  from FS. And if you firewall the engine (over 100% power) the Maddog instruments will 
show lost oil pressure, but this does Gauges Composer not, and the engine fire is not transferred. 

We are a Danish team who work to get the right numbers out of the FS for the gauges composer, in collaboration 
with Juan Ascanio, who developed Gauges Composer, and Leonardo SH which has developed Maddog MD-80. 
Developments in our project can be followed on this website:       http://www.md80project.dk 

I would describe my work methods, calculations and design solutions. 
I have used Leonardo Maddog panel texture, for panels. I have asked and been allowed  by Leonardo SH to use 
their texture, just for this purpose. So a very big thanks to Leonardo SH. 

I then cut the panel to the desired size. In the first beta version it is the engine and information panels that i have 
animated. I then removed text and symbols, and made new and clearer graphics, in the open source program 
paint.net 

Do you want to make your own instrument panels, so I suggest that you remove the shows/pointers in a drawing 
program.
In this toturial I would only use a small part of the engine panel panel. 

All text written in gray is not a party to the script 

but is an explanation, or a calculation to show 

what happens in the program itself 

The term "value" is a script command 

and should not be confused with the word for the value 

Here are text and graphics more harsh, after a little editing. 

You can open my panel, save it with a new name and then clicking on the items, delete them until you only have 
the background image back. Or create an entirely new panel of  your own dream plane. 



Open Gauges Composer and select "NEW" and a window like this should pop up 

 

In "Gauge Title", type the name of your panel. Click OK. Then select Element Insert an image 

Then select the directory in which your panel background is, and click the image file and click "yes" to the size 

This f ile is the alias of  all of fsets
w hich you must not change

Here you can change the screen color located behind your instrument panel

Here y ou can change the location of  the instrument panel

Here you can change the size of  the instrument panel

Image f ile used as background

Name of  the image (optional)

Location on the screen

Size and rotate

You can choose colors and transparency



Then click OK and you should now have your background to be on the screen, the background can be moved 
around with your mouse and rotate with the scroll wheel. You can right click and select element / Locked.

Now you will come to the fun, because now you need to animate the instruments, and not at least get them to fit. 

The MD-80 engine instrument display will blink when they get to the maximum level. 
You may think a bit about how you will accomplish this task, also when you go to bed tonight. 
I will of course show my solution to the very end of this toturial. But don't you look now. 

Start your flightsimulator up and make a flight ready and start your engines.

In Gauges Composer menu press: Edit-Insert-Text 

You can call the first animated instrument: Digital 1 ENGINE N1, but you can call it whatever you like. 

I will call these 
digital instruments 
for Display

Would you describe your 
script you can ad it
in this way:     data + = 10 / * Description signed in here * / 

In color managment bring you checkmark in the "Make transparent ......." and all fields set to 0, then noticed that 
the window of the figures have been transparent and you now only see the digital numbers. See, that's smart 

In Fonts, colors, string and style box, choose the font, size and color and location. The figure 450 is only to show 
you where the figures come to stand, these numbers will disappear when you put gauges composer in "RUN" and 
then comes the real value is in thise place. 

Initial position ....... box, here you can choose the figures to be placed on the screen height and width, and 
rotation, all these things can you do afterwards with the mouse, but it is pretty good for a precise setting. 

Script two ..... box. In this you make commands: computations, hide, show color change, move, etc. 

Script must always start with: Link offset (desired offset) server (Desired server name) and in the box you can 
provided all desired commands. Link offset retrieves the data you want to edit. 
In my case IOCP server is called FS2004 but may, for example. also be called FS9, in this toturial I use FS2004 



Here's a good little trick in the box script write: link offset ? 
and this menu is supposed to show up.

Now you no longer has to remember all the offset numbers, for they have all got themselves an alias. Eg. you can 
see that 00003 is offset clock minutes, this makes it quick and easy for you to find the right offsets. 

In the filter box you can. write "clock" and all offsets named "clock" shows in the list 

If you now write: N1 in the filter box, you should be able to find offset 622: Engine Turbine N1, it is what you 
need to the first examples. Select it from the list and click OK 

In 2nd line, you write: data = value 
The offset value 622 is transferred into ”data” . You can later manipulate "data" with: + - * / and other functions. 

To view the data on screen, type in line 3: print% 3.0f 

You can choose how data is displayed. In the table below, you can see the effect, by changing the "print" 
command. 

WHAT YOU WANT WHAT YOU NEED

22 %2.0f

22.9 %2.1f

22.93 %2.2f

22.9% %2.2f%%

To display more than 99.9% :

%3.2f%%

22h %2.0fh

The table is taken from Gauges Composer excellent help menu



Script should now look like this: 

Link offset TURB_ENGINE_1_N1 server FS2004 
data = value 
print% 3.0f 

Click OK. Mark your display and copy it (CTRL + C) (CTRL + V) 

You can actually write the script as follows: 

Link offset TURB_ENGINE_1_N1 server FS2004 
print% 3.0f value 

The shortest script that exists ;-) 

Try to write this short script in your second display. 

        Here is the først test

As you can see in the picture I have chosen to have 2 digital displays. 
The extra I use when I start the script, and means I can get readings of calculated data on one, and the original 
offset data, on the other. When the script is finished, I will remove the extra display with DELETE. 

But you can also choose to press the function key F9, then there will be a menu with all the offset values. 

You need the instrument to coincide with the instrument on the plane, so I suggest you go to the FS menu "views" 
uncheck the "fullscreen" and then go to menu "Options" - "Setings" - "General" and removes checkmark the 
"Pause on task" and "Prompt on exit" FS will now not pause when you leave the FS screen. 
Then you can in the upper right corner click on "minimize" and adjust the FS window so that you can have both 
Gauges composer and FS on the screen simultaneously. Just like below. 



Flight simulator Gauges composer

Here we have the flight simulator on the left and Gauges composer to the right, on the same screen.
The lower display shows the "value" the current value of offset: TURB_ENGINE_1_N1 (value 2369) 
In the upper screen, the directed  "data" so it now fits in idle, around 27% on both displays. See script below. 

Write the script and press "RUN" in Gauges Composer 

data = value Offset value is transferred to the data Data is now = 2369 
data *= 1.22 data = 2369 2369 * 1.22 = 2890.18 Data is now = 2890.18 
data -= 200 data = 2890.18 2890.18-200 = 2690.18 Data is now = 2690.18 
data / = 100 data = 2690.18 2690.18 / 100 = 26.9018 Data is now = 26.9018 
Print & 3.0f print on screen    27
 

Flight simulator Gauges composer



As told, then the motor data is not a linear curve between FSUIPC and Maddog. 
Therefore, you must subtract and add, this makes the curves more or less steep. 

As you can see here so can Gauges Composer N1 not keep up with Maddog N1. 
So you must do some calculations on the way up through to full-N1 

To tell the program that it must do a second calculation, then we have to use the command "if" 

if value> 2700  If "value" is greater than 2700 then we carry out the next line 

This means that when the value of offset is greater than 2700 then the next command in between "if" and "endif" 
is performed. Remember that after the command "if" there must always be an "endif", which tells the program 
where the command ends. Remember that you thise time use the "value" which is equal to the offset value

When the offset value is lees than 2700 all the black lines are executed and blue lines from "if" to "endif" skipped. 
Try to write the script and see how N1 explodes after 31%.        31% is an offset "value" greater than 2700 

link offset TURB_ENGINE_1_N1 server FS2004
data = value Offset value is transferred to the data Data is now =  2000
data *= 1.22 data = 2000     2000 * 1,22 = 2440 Data is now =  2440
data -= 200 data = 2440 2440 – 200 = 2240 Data is now =  2240
     if value > 2700
     data /= 0.3
     data -= 7200
     endif
data /= 100 data = 2240 2240 / 100 = 22,4 Data is now =  22,4
print %3.0f print &3.0f print on screen    22

When the offset value is greater than 2700, all lines are caculated. The offset "value" is now 4000 

link offset TURB_ENGINE_1_N1 server FS2004
data = value Offset value is transferred to the data Data is now =  4000
data *= 1.22 data = 4000     4000 * 1,22 = 4880 Data is now =  4880
data -= 200 data = 4880 4880 – 200 = 4680 Data is now =  4680
     if value > 2700
     data /= 0.3 data = 4680 4680 / 0,3 = 15600 Data is now =  15600
     data -= 7200 data = 15600 15600 - 7200 = 8400  Data is now =  8400
     endif
data /= 100 data = 8400 8400 / 100 = 86 Data is now =  84
print %3.0f print &3.0f print on screen    84



So try this script which has the opposite effect, and we use again the offset "value" of 4000

link offset TURB_ENGINE_1_N1 server FS2004
data = value Offset value is transferred to the data Data is now =  4000
data *= 1.22 data = 4000     4000 * 1,22 = 4880 Data is now =  4880
data -= 200 data = 4880 4880 – 200 = 4680 Data is now =  4680
      if value > 2700
       data /= 6 data = 4680 4680 / 6 = 780 Data is now =  780
       data += 2700 data = 780 780 + 2700 = 8400  Data is now =  3480
      endif
data /= 100 data = 3480 3480 / 100 = 34,8 Data is now =  34,8
print %3.0f print &3.0f print on screen    35

You can use multiple "if" and "endif" commands to control your instruments. 

Here's an example where I have colored the lines, according to the "if" command as performed 

link offset TURB_ENGINE_1_N1 server FS2004
data = value
if value < 4000 command 1
       if value > 2700 command 2
       data /= 10
       endif
          if value > 3000 command 3
          data /= 10
          endif
endif
print %3.0f

Notice that the command 1: blue and blue if endif, is written in the same column, these are linked 
Notice that the command 2: red and red if endif, is written in the same column, these are linked 
Notice that the command 3: green if green and endif, is written in the same column, these are linked 

Commando 1 and 2 controls commando 3 because there command is in the first column 

If offset value is smaller than  4000 (if value <4000) then the program jumps to the next line. 
If offset value is greater than 4000 (if value <4000) then the program jumps to the blue endif, and skips the red 
and green lines. 

Let's think of  2 situations in the script above 

We consider ourselves a value of 2900  We consider ourselves a value of 4050

Is the value less than 4000 - YES - next line Is the value less than 4000 - No - skip to endif

Is the value more than 2700 - YES - next line endif exit command 1 - next line 
data / 10 print data (Result Print data)
endif exit command 2 - next line 
Is the value more than 3000 - No - skip to endif 
endif exit command 3 - next line 
endif exit command 1 - next line 
print data (Result: data / 10    print data)

I hope that you now have more control, of the "if-endif" command 

On the next page you can see my script to Maddog N1. 



link offset TURB_ENGINE_1_N1 server FS2004
data = value
if value > 500
data - = 200
endif
if value < 2400
data / = 100
endif
data *= 1.22
data -= 200
     if value > 2550
          data *= 1. 328
     endif
        if value > 2600
        data *= 1.1111111111111
        data -= 200
        endif
             if value > 2700
             data *= 1.25
             data -= 750
             endif
                if value > 3000
                data *= 1.06
                data -= 155
                endif
                    if value > 3400
                    data *=0.54447
                    data += 2200
                    endif
                       if value > 4500
                       data -= 2200
                       data *= 2.5
                       data -= 3300
                       endif
                           if value > 4900
                          data *= 0.8481
                           data += 3300
                           data *= 0.516
                           data += 2200
                           endif
                               if value > 5500
                             data *= 0.535555
                             data += 3350
                             endif
                               if value > 7300
                              data *= 0.78
                              data +=1800
                              endif
                                if value > 8300
                                data *= 0.78
                                data +=1800
                                endif
                                 if value > 9000
                                 data = value
                                 endif
data /= 100
print %3.0f

It's a long script



Hide / Show

Display N1 Engine 1 gets its supply from the planes 115 volts AC 
So it could also be interesting to get the display to disappear when you turn off the aircraft 115 volts AC. 

Put this script in front of the script you just created:
 
link offset AVIONICS_BUS_VOLTAGE server FS2004
show When we write this command it shows the display 
if value = 0 When the value is = 0 corresponds to the 115 volts is off 
hide So we hide the display with command ”hide” 
endif if kommandoen ends here

The script look like this:

link offset AVIONICS_BUS_VOLTAGE server FS2004
show
if value = 0
hide
endif

You can put in a emty line in here
link offset TURB_ENGINE_1_N1 server FS2004
data = value
data *= 1.22
      if value > 2700
       data /= 6
       data += 2700
      endif
data /= 100
print %3.0f

When you disconnect the aircraft AC, the display will disappear. Try to turn on and off for each AC supply: 
L Generator Generator R, L BUS APU, APU R BUS, POWER Emerg. Only one AC supply must be on at a time 

Display N1 Engine 2 gets supply from the aircraft 24 volt DC 
So it could also be interesting to get the display to disappear when we turn off the 24 volt DC. 

Change the first line out with the thise script: 
Link offset MASTER_BATTERY server FS2004 
Now the display will disappear when the AC is turned off and the battery is turned off (The aircraft 115 volt AC also 
supply the 24 volt DC, as a backup and for charging the batteries, therefore, both AC and DC must be turned off) 

It is not just the display you can make to disappear, you can also simulate lamps with "hide" / "show" command. 

Now go into the menu and select the file revbl: 
C: \ WINDOWS \ iocp software \ gauge composer \ gauges \ MD80 \ buttons \ revbl.bmp 
And say yes to  size. And then click OK 

Go into the menu and select the file revyel: 
C: \ WINDOWS \ iocp software \ gauge composer \ gauges \ MD80 \ buttons \ revyel.bmp 
And say yes to size. And then click OK 



In the yellow light are you writing this script: 

link offset TURB_ENGINE_1_PCT_REVERSER server FS2004
data = value
hide
if value > 0
show
endif

In the blue light are you writing this script: 

link offset TURB_ENGINE_1_PCT_REVERSER server FS2004
data = value
hide
if value >2
show
endif

In the menu Gauges Composer press "RUN" 
Activate your reverse lever or function key F2 in small jerks 
Now, the yellow light appear when the engine  reverse offset value is greater than 0% 
Now the blue light appear when offset reverse engine  value is greater than 2% 

You can try to put the lamps on top of each other. The yellow over the blue. 

But as you can see now that there is nothing more than just the yellow light that turns on. 
Left click on the yellow light and select: Element / Send to / Back 
Remember that the elements are located in the layers as they're put in, ie last fetched are at the top. 

And then try again. 
Now,  you have made a lamp which can "disappear" and that can change color depending on the reverse rate. 
If you put an  image of a lamp turned off, under the 2 other pictures, so it will turn off / yellow lit / blue lit. 
You can also put 2 pictures of a button for 2 potions, so the button can change in 2 positions depending on the value
You can also submit 3 pictures of a button in the 3 potions, then it will switch in 3 potions according to offset value 

Animated Display 

Go into the menu and select: Edit / Elements / Insert / a basic graph

 
Element name: here we call it: ENGINE1 N1 BUG 

In the Graph Type and Style: 
Bug is the type of instrument used in the MD-80 
In Gauges Composer open the menu / Help / Index 
Script / action-state while / to manage a basic graph 
Here you can see all the options and types. 

Initial position, size and ... ..... 
Upper line describes the location, size and rotation. 

Angle delta in: indicates the grade number as indicates 
the tip, here you use zero degrees, since you only want 
one line.  And no arrow
Radius delta in px: indicates the length of the intestine 
shows 
Init pos in: indicates the starting position of the pointer 
in degrees 



Write this script in your basic graph

link offset TURB_ENGINE_2_N1 server FS2004
data = value
data *= 1.22
      if value > 2700
       data /= 6
       data += 2700
      endif
data /= 10 This line makes the value fit the grade numbers around the dial 
setpos data This line tells how the bug moves according to data value 

As you can see you just copied all data from our N1 display, and instead of the print command, you use the command 
"setpos data" which will move the pointer back and forth.

With the mouse you can adjust the instrument so it fit exactly to your panel
Drag in the bottom right corner. 
Once it has the right size and location, you can lock the element with: 
Right click / Elements / Loked 

Gauges Composer in ”RUN”

So should your instrument look like. 
More throttle would like to get pointer to rise. 

You can try to change the values in 'Initial position ......" and see what the different settings do. 

Afterwards you can change the instrument type in: Graph type & style, and see how the different types look like. 

SetColor 

You can try to put these 3 extra black lines of script in your N1 display

link offset TURB_ENGINE_1_N1 server FS2004
value *=15
setcolor value
value /= 15
data = value

Give more or less throttle. Now you can pack your Christmas tree lights away  ;-) 
Remove again the three lines. 
You can now insert these 6 lines just before "print% 3.0f" 

if data < 50
setcolor 65280
endif
if data > 50
setcolor 255
endif
print %3.0f

It was a more serious way and it can be used to signal the red numbers for maximum values. 
Combined with the flashing effect, it will probably pick up the pilot's attention. 
You can, of course, with several "if" commands display more colors up through your instrument. 



Beta script to Leonardo Maddog engine 1 N1 now looks like this: 

link offset AVIONICS_BUS_VOLTAGE server FS2004
hide
if value > 0
show
endif
link offset TURB_ENGINE_1_N1 server FS2004
data = value
data *= 1.22
data -= 200
     if value > 2550
          data *= 1. 328
     endif
        if value > 2600
        data *= 1.1111111111111
        data -= 200
        endif
             if value > 2700
             data *= 1.25
             data -= 750
             endif
                if value > 3000
                data *= 1.06
                data -= 155
                endif
                    if value > 3400
                    data *=0.54447
                    data += 2200
                    endif
                       if value > 4500
                       data -= 2200
                       data *= 2.5
                       data -= 3300
                       endif
                           if value > 4900
                          data *= 0.8481
                           data += 3300
                           data *= 0.516
                           data += 2200
                          endif
                               if value > 5500
                             data *= 0.535555
                             data += 3350
                            endif
                               if value > 7300
                              data *= 0.78
                              data +=1800
                              endif
                               if value > 8300
                              data *= 0.78
                             data +=1800
                            endif
                                 if value > 9000
                            data = value
                            endif
data /= 39.5
data += 205
setpos data

Hey are you asleep ?................. 



Have you find a way to get the display to flash when you exceed the engine's maximum values 

Have you found a solution to this little task?? 
Well no .... Then we do the Flaps indicator first. 

Open the menu: Edit / Elements / Insert / an image

Image file: Select the menu buttons flapbug.bmp 
Flapbug is just a green bar at 17x2 pixels 

When the image is not greater then it is an advantage to fine 
tune the initial position, size ........ eventually 

Insert the following script:

  link offset FLAPS_POS_LEFT server FS2004
  value /= 88
  if value < 9500
  value /= 1.135
  endif
  if value > 115
  value /= 5.45
  value += 95
  endif
setfile .\flapbug.bmp Loading Image flapbug.bmp 
data = value
movev Moves flapbug.bmp

Notice that this time you use the "value" for the calculation. Where you have previously used the "data" 
At last you transfer "value" to "data".          Use the function keys: F5 - F8 to manage your flaps position. 

This script change the direction of the indicator, so that green bug runs from the bottom up by more flaps 

link offset FLAPS_POS_LEFT server FS2004
data = 0 data are here set to the value  0 
  value /= 88
  if value < 9500
  value /= 1.135
  endif
  if value > 115
  value /= 5.45
  value += 95
  endif
setfile .\flapbug.bmp
data -= value data minus value, the value will be: minimum -125 and maximum 0 
movev

Want to move your show horizontal then change command from "movev" to "moveh" 



Did you find a solution to get the display to flash? 

Otherwise, my solution comes here. 

You must use a time factor, so you can turn the display on and off. 
Copy your display (CTRL + C) (CTRL + V), and paste the following script 

Link offset ELAPSED_SECONDS server FS2004 
print% 3.0f value 

Press "RUN", you will now see that this "value" runs in 1 / 100 seconds, which would be fine to make a flash at a ½ 
second. Now press "ESC" 
 
Insert a new image: 

       chose image:
       black.

Then you make a script. 
You start of course as always with the command: link offset .......

link offset ELAPSED_SECONDS server FS2004
value /=50 Then we determine how fast the image is blinking: 50=½ seconds  100 = 1 second
data = value Then you put the value in the "data", "data" and "value" has now completely equal value 
data /= 2 "data" is divided by 2 
int data  here we remove all decimals after the comma with the command "int" 
data *= 2 then we multiply by 2

Look a little on what you've done, you divide by 2 and multiplied by 2 it should give the same result. 
But notice that after you have divided by 2, then you have removed everything after the comma, it means that all 
decimal figures rounded up or down  to the nearest whole number.

Example:

3.7 / 2 = 1.85 int 1.85 = 2 2 * 2 = 4 This means that 3.7 was rounded up to 4 
4 / 2 = 2 int 2 = 2 2 * 2 = 4 This means that 4 is still 4 

Continue script as follows:

int value Then remove all decimals after the comma in the value "value" 
value -= data You take the value "value", and deducts the value "data". 
data = value You've made a new value in "value" it is now being moved into "data" 
hide Then hide the image with the command "hide"
if data > 0 Now you can generate the image again each time data is greater than 0, by typing the 
show command: ”show”
endif

If you are clear in how the script works so you can just skip the next page. 



But if you have a very hard time seeing the logic so try this. 

Copies so you have 3 displays from N1 

So you can divide the task up into 3 parts. 

In the first display you doing this script, which shows the value "data" which can only be an even number. Explanation: 

"Value" which is currently at 100 parts seconds, is transferred to "Data". "Data" then divided by 100 
"Data" is now the time in seconds. "Data" is then divided by 2 
Then remove all decimals after the comma in the command int, and the figure becomes an integer again: 1, 2, 3, etc. 
"Data" is multiplied by 2 Since the "data" is always an integer, the data will now be an even numbers: 2, 4, 6 etc. The 
figure increased by 2, but only every 2nd calculation, it is because of rounding of the figure before this is multiplied
by 2

link offset ELAPSED_SECONDS server FS2004
data = value
data /=100 The flash time changed to 1 second
data /= 2
int data
data *= 2
print %3.0f

The secund display: 
"Value" is the offset value of 100 parts second 
"Value" divided by 100, "value" now is the time in seconds 
Then remove all decimals after the comma in the command int, 
and the figure becomes an integer again: 1, 2, 3, etc. Both odd and even numbers. But 
the figure increased by 1 at every calculation.

link offset ELAPSED_SECONDS server FS2004
value /= 100 The flash time change to 1 second
int value
data = value
print %3.0f

In the third display are you doing this script, where "data" will be pulled from the "value": 
Script is composed of the 2 upper scripts, and a subtraction of the "value" and "data" 
Now you take the "value" and subtracted "data", ie that "value" which can be both a even and an odd number, 
subtracted "data" which is only even numbers. Therefore we get the numbers: 0 or 1 

link offset ELAPSED_SECONDS server FS2004
value /= 100 The flash time change to 1 second
data = value
data /= 2
int data
data *= 2

int value
value -= data
data = value
print %3.0f

Press "RUN" and you should now have a flashing black square, and some figures are changing along with time. 

The next will be to combine it with N1, press "ESC" to stop Gauges Composer.



Make this script in your image "black"

link offset ENGINE1_N1_RPM server FS2004 here download engine rpm. N1 
hide hide here the image "black" 
if value > 1655000 if N1 is greater than 1655000 then -- 
show Show image ”black”

link offset ELAPSED_SECONDS server FS2004 download time for the flashing signal 
value /= 50 Flash each ½ secund
data = value
data /= 2
int data
data *= 2

int value
value -= data
data = value
hide
if data > 0
show
endif endif for flashing 
endif endif for N1 RPM 

Now you can move the image ”black” on top of  your digital display, so the image "black" will hide the display. 
Press "RUN" and image "black" disappears until the maximum N1 RPM achieved. 
And the image "black" is hidden again when the "flash" data is greater than zero. 

Now you might think, it is not possible to integrate it into the script for the display, and indeed it can be done. 

link offset MASTER_BATTERY server FS2004 Turns display of the master battery powered 
show
if value = 0
hide
endif
link offset TURB_ENGINE_2_N1 server FS2004 Performs calculation for the display display 
data = value
if value > 500
data - = 200
endif
if value < 2400
data / = 100
endif
data *= 1.22
data /= 100
print %3.0f
endif
if data > 100  Display above 100% execute script for flash 
link offset ELAPSED_SECONDS server FS2004
value /= 50
data = value
data /= 2
int data
data *= 2

int value
value -= data
data = value
hide
if data > 0
show
endif
endif



Now flash is used on all 6 displays, so could you not easily create a common flash script, and then save lines in the 
script for each display 

Yes... it can be done 

IOCP_VAR_01 and up to IOCP_VAR_30 are all variables that we can determine the value of. 
To force a value into IOCP server you would use the command: "set offset XX server FS2004 with value" 
FSUIPC values can also be changed in this way. 

You write the following script in the picture "black"

link offset ELAPSED_SECONDS server FS2004
value /= 50
data = value
data /= 2
int data
data *= 2

int value
value -= data
data = value
set offset IOCP_VAR_01 server FS2004 with value      Here we are forcing the value 0 or 1 into IOCP variable 01 

The image "black" disappears when Gauges composer is active "RUN", but in the background,the image insert data at 
IOCP WAS 01 

Type the following script as the display: 

link offset MASTER_BATTERY server FS2004
show
if value = 0
hide
endif
link offset TURB_ENGINE_2_N1 server FS2004
data = value
if value > 500
data - = 200
endif
if value < 2400
data / = 100
endif
data *= 1.22
data /= 100
print %3.0f
endif

if data > 100 When the display is over 100% execute script flash 
link offset IOCP_VAR_01 server FS2004 retrieved blink offset: 0 or 1 
hide hide
 if value <1 if value less than 1 execute the next line 
 show Show display
 endif
endif

The script from "if data> 100" and to "endif" is to be performed only when data is greater than 100 in value



I hope you have an insight into how a script is built. 
Once you have the basic skills there is hardly nothing you not can do with Gauges Composer. 

I have not uncovered all options in Gauges Composer, and it can easily happen that I later published 
a toturial more, covering areas that I have not touched and discovered. 

Incidentally, I have noticed that Gauges Composer is not so CPU intensive, like so many other free 
aircraft panels, which you can download online. This means that if you have a complete older 
computer so it will not be a problem to run panels on this, with a few extra screens.
There can only run one Gauges Composer program on your computer at a time.
 I've tried to create a panel that covered the entire 2 screens (primary and second-screen) on the 
same computer and graphics card, and it worked fine. 

A very big thank you to Jaun Ascanio who have made this software freely available. 
There is, in fact a new version of Gauges Composer on the way, with even more options. 
Looking forward to try the new version.

You will probably discover that some of my scripts in the beta release panel, is not written in the 
easiest and shortest way, it was the first time I saw the script , and later one I realized that the true 
data is not readily retrievable from maddog, so there was no reason to fix it because I probably later 
still have to adapt the script for the new data. 

That does not mean that the panel is not usable, you can probably get much joy from it, during 
normal flights. 
And should you not be happy, so I have hopefully given you the properties to you even organized 
the panel your way :-) 

Once I have the right programs to retrieve data, then I will make this panel and more, freely 
available so that sometime in the future will be able to build a complete MD-80 instrument panel 
with external monitors. 

English is not my main language, but I hope that you understand what I have written. 
My good friend Google helped with the translation  :-)

Best regards
Claus Nørgaard
ontop@mail-online.dk


